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Improving with Advanced Equipment
A key part of CTC's mission is to provide cost
efficient tree trimming services to its customers.
One of the ways the company accomplishes this
goal is by utilizing the most productive equipment
possible. Heavy equipment is being used more
widely than ever before in order to complete work
more quickly and at a lower cost.
We have increased our usage of mechanical
trimmers significantly over the past several years.
CTC now owns eight mechanical trimmers and
they are being used to trim trees in rural areas.
Kershaw and Jarraff are the two primary
manufacturers of mechanical trimmers and we
have had good success with both units.
CTC recently acquired several new pieces of
equipment to mow transmission rights-of-way,
including two large New Holland tractors and a
Kershaw Klearway brush cutter. These pieces of
equipment improve production by cutting larger
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Front row: Ron Cobb (CTC), Brandon Sanders (AS), and Brian Lacks (AS). Back row: Kevin Kelly, Chris McFarlin,
Brian Wills, and Gordon Spaugh (all CTC).

From The Treetop
Business as usual has undergone a dramatic
transformation. Major economic pressure and
changing customer tastes are impacting the way
business is conducted. Carolina Tree Care is
working diligently to find new ways to appeal to our
customers who are more frugal than ever before and
are focused on saving money and preparing for the
economic unknown. Not only have our customers
spending and operating habits changed but our
company is now faced with numerous other hurdles
that are a direct result of our changing world.
Some of these pressures include constrained credit,
the possibility of inflation, economic uncertainty,
increased governmental regulation, a reduced
dollar valuation and a constant pressure to do
things better, faster and cheaper.
The positive news is that Carolina Tree Care is
refocusing, reorganizing and finding new ways to
traverse these uncertain economic times. We are
more focused than ever on our business and our

customers. We have a true understanding of our
financial position and a solid business plan that
projects continued future growth and a gain in
market share. Carolina Tree Care is focused on
eliminating waste and operating at an optimal level.
We recognize the importance to operate efficiently
and effectively and providing services that are
superior to our competition. We also understand
that we must have tight controls on cash flow and
effectively manage working capital, receivables,
payables and inventories.
Time and time again, in this new economy,
I see companies reducing training and placing less
emphasis on safety. Carolina Tree Care is going to
remain focused on training and continue to provide
the safest environment possible for our employees.
We recognize the importance of family and we want
all our employees to operate safely and go home to
their families at the end of each day.
The need to provide excellent customer service is

crucial as we move forward in the “new normal”.
It is imperative that Carolina Tree Care always
goes the extra mile in order to steer our business to
success. As we navigate these uncertain economic
times, it is good to know that we have an awesome
base of employees who are equipped to handle
change. Let’s go the extra mile together!
As we enter this holiday season, may we form a
life-long habit to be thankful to our family, friends
and everyone we encounter. Let us be thankful
to God, for He has given us all things.

Jack Guffey
President
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Employee Engagement
According to a Gallup study, 29 percent of
employees are engaged in their work. These
employees are enthusiastic about what they do
and put forward extra effort to make their companies successful. In order for CTC to continue to
provide the highest quality service in the tree care
industry, we need 100 percent of our employees to
be engaged! Each employee has a unique set of
talents and experiences. I encourage you to invest
yourself fully in making CTC a better company.
In addition to helping the company succeed, you
will be rewarded as your career grows.
One example of the power of employee
engagement is CTC’s Safety Sub-Committees.
These committees have been formed in each
operating area and committee members meet
regularly to discuss important safety issues. The
main goal of these groups is for field employees to
share safety suggestions with management. Several

excellent ideas that came out of the
committees have been implemented
company-wide. Brad Richardson,
Assistant Area Manager, suggested
that back-up cameras be installed on
mechanical trimmers to enable
operators to back more safely. Steve
Hallman, Operator, and Michael
Harris, Fleet Manager, created pretrip inspection forms for mechanical
trimmers and tractors. I look forward
to hearing more suggestions from
employees on how CTC’s crews
can operate more safely.
The arboriculture industry is
highly competitive. We compete
with many other contractors for
business. In spite of the challenges
of competition and a depressed

CTC employees at a Safety Sub-Committee Meeting. Front row: Johnny Fields, Andy
Suggs, David Overton, and Tommy Vogelaar. Back row: Chris Rentz, Brad Richardson,
Richard Owens, and William Wood.

economy, I am confident that CTC has a very bright future.
Our employees have made the company what it is today and will
determine how successful it is in the future. Thank you for being
engaged and giving your best effort every day!
Gordon Spaugh, Vice President
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diameter wood and mowing a wider swath than
our traditional tractors with a six foot bush hog.
Sections of right-of-way that are inaccessible
by equipment typically require climbing to trim
the trees. Climbing is both costly and time
consuming. Therefore, we recently hired Aerial
Solutions, Inc. to trim some difficult areas by
helicopter. The work was performed in Long

Mechanical trimmer operating in Aiken, SC.
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Creek, SC on the Blue Ridge Electric Cooperative
system. By utilizing a helicopter, we were able to
perform the work more quickly and at a lower cost
than we could have with climbing crews. The
combined efforts of CTC, Blue Ridge, and Aerial
Solutions resulted in a very successful week of
trimming.
CTC will continue to explore ways to perform

right-of-way maintenance more productively.
Efficiency improvements will come from both new
types of equipment and new techniques. While
utilizing the right equipment for the job is critical,
having employees who are committed to getting
the job done efficiently will always be the most
important ingredient for success.

David Ellis, Rick Goss, Nathan Ellis, and Ronnie Cox with new mowing equipment.
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Struck-Bys Leading Cause of Fatalities
and Serious Injuries
Falls
Never climb a tree unsecured. Free climbing
and changing ropes are the leading causes of fall
fatalities. Always conduct an inspection of an
aerial lift at the start of each work day. Using the
boom to lift objects could cause a future boom
failure (if not you, then the next owner).

Dr. John Ball, professor of forestry at South
Dakota State University, studies tree worker
fatalities and serious injuries in the U.S. and the
causes of the events. Listed in the chart to the
right are the results of his research and following
are CTC’s recommendations on how to avoid
these types of accidents:
Contact with an Object or Equipment
Being struck by a falling limb or tree is the
most common event resulting in a fatality in
this category. Always establish a danger zone
and keep workers aware of it. During tree
felling, quickly use an escape route to stay clear
of any falling limbs. Keep two hands on the
saw at all times. Never use your foot to kick
brush into a chipper to clear a jam.

Contact with an Object or Equipment*
Falls**
Electrical Contact**
Transportation Incidents
Assaults and Violent Acts

Serious Injuries
69%
11%
3%
16%
1%

Arboriculture: A Team Sport

Michael Harris

CTC now operates over 300 vehicles and
pieces of equipment! The job of purchasing,
maintaining, and selling these assets has become
a big undertaking. CTC recently hired a Fleet
Manager, Michael Harris, to handle these
responsibilities.
Michael grew up in Burnsville, NC where
his father owns a tire business. He graduated
from North Carolina State University in 2009
with a degree in Forest Management. Since
becoming CTC’s Fleet Manager, Michael has
been working diligently to streamline the
company’s maintenance process. In particular,
he is focused on increasing the amount of maintenance work performed by in-house mechanics.
Two additional mechanics, Derrick Mesimer
and Vinson Overstreet, were hired this year.
Michael is also involved in purchasing and
selling assets. We are thankful to have Michael
on the team and look forward to the contributions he will make to the company’s success!
T R E E

Fatalities
38%
30%
18%
11%
2%

*The contact category includes being struck by a limb, a tree, chainsaw, and chipper.
**Falls and Electrical Contact have a lower percentage of serious injuries because the outcome is usually fatal in those categories.

New Fleet Manager
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Electrical Contact
Do not work around conductors unless you are a
Qualified Line Clearance Arborist or Trainee.
Know your surroundings and do a good Job
Briefing. Climbers and bucket operators should
take extra caution when cutting overhang to be sure
they do not experience electrical contact.

I love to see a professional sports team that
doesn’t have a big budget win the World Series or
the Super Bowl. The team has to rely on heart and
passion to win. I love to listen to how they rose to
the occasion and became victorious. Typically,
you hear players talk about how well they work
together as a team. No individual’s talent is singled
out. They all take pride in the team and how they
are committed to each other like a family. Despite
any turnovers or errors, the team never gives up.
The players often point to the coach and give him
credit for setting high expectations. The coach
constantly reminds his players of those
expectations, driving the team to victory.
It has been said that arboriculture is a team
sport. We don’t have a big budget. But we do
have everything we need to win: we have each
other. In 2010, Carolina Tree Care’s team made
it to the “safety play-offs”. Next year, we need to
focus on training and safe work practices in order
to win the “big game”. We are so close to having
an incident free culture, but we still make mistakes

that keep us from being a world class team. It has
also been said that you’re only as safe as your least
trained worker. That is why we are putting more
emphasis on training than ever before.
Studies show that more serious injuries occur
to younger inexperienced workers while more
fatalities occur to older experienced workers. Our
new training program is designed to reach arborists
at all experience levels. With the help of the
mentors (coaches) who are assigned to each new
hire, we will continue to build a team with players
who are dedicated to winning.
Great teams understand the importance of
backing each other up on plays. If one player fails,
the other is there to correct his mistake. Let’s work
as a team in 2011 to win the game of having a
strong safety culture. It will require everyone’s best
efforts and abilities to be successful, but we are
able to do it and we intend to win. Thanks for an
awesome 2010, and may God bless you and yours
in 2011.
Mike Schronk, Safety Director

SC New Home
The new CTC maintenance facility located
in Aiken, SC is officially open for business!
Getting this facility prepared to be occupied has
required a tremendous effort. We would like to
thank Andy Suggs and all of those who assisted
with this major undertaking. You guys did an
awesome job!
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Promotions and Certifications
We are always proud to recognize employees
who have been promoted or have earned industry
certifications. These employees have gone the extra
mile to improve their skills and make greater
contributions to the company.
Brian Wills was promoted to Area Manager for
southwestern South Carolina in January, 2010. He
oversees crews working for Blue Ridge Electric and
assists Shane Buchanan with managing crews at
French Broad EMC and Progress Energy. During

Brian Wills

his 14 years with the company, he has worked as a
Groundman, Climber, Foreman, and Assistant
Area Manager. Brian and his wife, Melissa, have
two daughters and live in Hot Springs, NC.
Shane Buchanan, Area Manager, and Brent
Moore, Foreman, have become ISA Certified
Arborists. According to the ISA website, “These
professional arborists have a minimum of three
years experience in some aspect of tree care and
have passed an exam developed by an international

Shane Buchanan

panel of experts. The exam extensively covers every
aspect of tree care and the individuals must have
an acceptable level of knowledge in all areas of
arboriculture.”
Congratulations to Brian, Shane, and Brent for
their accomplishments! These gentlemen are
making a significant contribution to the success of
Carolina Tree Care.

Brent Moore

CTC Anniversaries
Recognizing five years or more.

5+ YEARS SERVICE
John Anderson
Eric Billie
Charles Brown
Diane Burris
Kevin Coffey
Johnny Fields
Kevin Gentle
Milo Helmig
Desmond Johnson
Kevin Jones
Jorge Martinez
Clyde McGee
Roosevelt McGee
Ben Miles

James Moss Sr.
Eddie Nash
Joel Norris
David Overton
Lonnie Peyton
James Pickler
Charles Polatty
Carlos Rentas
Lawrence Rivers
Nathaniel Robinson
Shane Saunders
Mike Schronk
Ray Snodgrass
Simon Sorcia
Sam Stewart
Randy Strock Jr.

Andy Suggs
Michael Thomas
Chris Turner

10+ YEARS SERVICE
Max Bustos
Marvin Coleman
Glenn Gleaton
John Harvey
Tyrone Oliver
Paul Randall
Chris Sherlin
Enrique Ventura
Brian Wills
Roy Wilson

Bill Wright

15+ YEARS SERVICE
Marshall Crouse
Marshall Jackson
Marie Krysiak
Dennis McFadden
Bennie Wilson

20+ YEARS SERVICE
Shane Buchanan
Jack Guffey

Merry Christmas to all of the employees of Carolina Tree Care
and their families. Have a safe, blessed holiday!
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